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Cloud-Based Audit Suite to Integrate
with QuickBooks Online and Xero
AuditFile has announced it will soon fully integrate its cloud-based audit system with
industry leading bookkeeping tools, QuickBooks Online and Xero. As the �rst entirely
cloud-based audit, review, and compilation solution for CPA �rms ...
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AuditFile has announced it will soon fully integrate its cloud-based audit system
with industry leading bookkeeping tools, QuickBooks Online and Xero. As the �rst
entirely cloud-based audit, review, and compilation solution for CPA �rms, AuditFile
will be the only software with the ability to connect with these tools on this level.

The unique integration will allow accountants to directly pull the trial balance or
entire general ledger from their clients in a simple and user-friendly way when
performing audits, reviews and compilations. “We plan to be able to continually
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download updated versions of the general ledger so auditors can leverage their
ability to perform interim work,”  stated AuditFile Co-founder Gary Bong.

Created by CPAs for CPAs and a leader in cloud technology, AuditFile realizes the
importance of streamlining the audit process and creating ef�ciencies that have
never before been seen on this type of platform. Providing CPAs the ability to pull
data from the client will automatically save time and improve accuracy, allowing less
time to be spent gathering and organizing data and more time providing insight and
value to clients.

“This is a feature that many CPAs have expressed a strong interest in and AuditFile is
excited to meet this demand” said Co-founder, Kevin Bong. “Cloud-based tools like
QuickBooks Online and Xero are opening the doors for incredible advances in
ef�ciency. AuditFile integrating with these tools and expanding to others in the
future will revolutionize the audit process.”
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